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"Social Networks. Networked cultures. Complexity.” Buzzwords like these are often 

accompanied by visual representations of large networks showing nodes connected by lines. 

Social Network Analysis (SNA) – a fast growing scientific set of methodologies and models - 

provides powerful tools for the investigation of complex social relationships. Network 

visualizations are used to explore objectified social structures. The first sociometric 

depictions of networks in the 1930s were drawn manually and produced without graph-

theoretical dispositif. Today imaging processes are largely automated, due to advancements 

in digitization and information visualization. 

 

Whereas in research practice network visualizations are deployed as tool, rationale and 

proof, these diagrams frame not only scientific debates but have also been appropriated by 

public media and politics. They are to be found not only in commercial sociology, but also in 

daily communicative routines. Ironically online platforms to cultivate friendships and business 

contacts are often called “social networks” based on “social technology”. For example friends 

of friends can nowadays be explored in the form of a network diagram that allows users to 

overview but also trace their contacts  activities. Network diagrams make a whole range of 

structural insights in supposedly complex matters available. Used to present an array of 

entangled subjects ranging from epidemics, hedge funds, to terrorist networks, such images 

share methodological and especially aesthetic traditions that are now embedded in automatic 

visualization techniques that make measurable social structures self-evident.  

 

A close examination of imaging practice in SNA with a STS approach reveals not only certain 

visual cultures, but also “corporeal” dimensions of working with and using such images as 

interfaces. In my paper I will address how the technique of drawing social networks was 

originally developed as sociometric means to empower structural change in social groups 

and how it has been appropriated further as instrument of social optimization and control 

under the aegis of social sciences and complexity theories. With interactive diagrams of 

social networks being indeed “social technologies” in regard to their ability to guide social 

change and social control, but also in regard to their contemporary aesthetics as social 

media, I will try and elaborate an important socio-technological effect:  namely that of the 

disappearance of the technology. In becoming ergonomically refined service applications to 

deal with social structures and/or communication they lose their appearance as “technology” 

to their users and turn into black boxed interfaces. I argue that the explicit re-enactment of 

the technological dimension opens significant possibilities of critique of sicneitific practices as 

well as daily routines. The material dimension is important but just one of many dimensions 

to investigate when dealing with network visualization as social technology. The study of 

performativities of network visualization demands to look into practices of co-producing and 

deploying images and imaginations.  
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